Driving Clean Air Innovation for the Automotive Industry
We get automotive.

For more than 25 years, RoboVent has been driving air quality innovation for the automotive industry.

We understand the workflows, processes and challenges of automotive parts manufacturing. When you’re competing in a high-pressure global industry, you need to keep productivity high and costs low. That means time is at a premium, floor space is precious and budgets are tight.

We get it. Our air quality solutions are designed to make your facilities safer, healthier and more efficient—while working within your space and budget constraints. We’ve put a lot of thought into details like space-saving design, integrated fire safety, and automated controls that let your fume and dust collectors practically take care of themselves. We make air quality easy, so you can focus on your core business.

Our success is driven by a simple principle: take care of customers by carefully listening to their needs. We take the time to understand your processes, and configure a system to meet your needs. And we stand behind our work with the best quality guarantee in the industry, so you can have confidence in your choices.

Breathe easy.
The answers you’re looking for are here.
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More Than 25 Years of Excellence

From our humble beginning in 1989 as a local dust-collector distributor, RoboVent has grown into a leader in the design and manufacture of ventilation and filtration systems for some of the world’s most successful manufacturing companies. We’ve done this by constantly asking one question: “What else can we do for our customers to make their businesses better?”

This relentless drive to do more—and do it better—began fueling innovations almost from the start. Over the years, we’ve continually rolled out new and better products and technologies to make our customers’ operations safer, healthier and more energy efficient. Through it all, our automotive customers have been an important part of our growth.

In 2014, the same year we celebrated our 25th anniversary, RoboVent was named to the Inc. 5000 List of America’s Fastest Growing Private Companies. We credit this honor to our passion to be the best by solving our customers’ problems—a passion that continues to drive us today.

Our Automotive Clients

Our success has been tied to that of the automotive industry since the very beginning. We have a long history of working with companies at all points in the automotive supply chain, from automotive parts suppliers to “Big 3” automotive companies.

- Brose
- Eberspächer
- Faurecia
- Gestamp
- Honda
- Lear Corp
- Magna Corporation
- Mercedes
- Tenneco
- Tower
- Toyota

Service and Ongoing Support
RoboVent 24 Hour Hotline: 888.ROBOVENT

The RoboVent 24-hour hotline is available seven days a week. We understand your requirement for production and stand ready to help at any time.

Maintenance Contracts Available

Sophisticated air-filtration equipment represents a costly investment in your plant and the health of your employees. Proper maintenance is critical to the performance of that investment. RoboVent preventative maintenance programs provide the regularly scheduled expert maintenance needed to properly maintain your air-filtration and dust-collection systems, and greatly reduce the risk of unexpected system breakdowns and production delays.

The Rock Solid RoboVent Guarantee.

“RoboVent systems are sized correctly for excellent filter life and effective smoke capture. This isn’t always easy in a high demand business like dust collection. But, we promise Every RoboVent Customer will be satisfied.”
Built for quality

No matter what system you choose, you can rest assured that it will come with RoboVent’s quality guarantee. We build safety, energy savings and efficiency into every piece of equipment we make. Our automotive solutions are designed for the needs of today’s automotive suppliers and manufacturers.

Lower operating costs: We’re always looking for ways to reduce energy use, such as automated systems to ensure collectors run only when they need to. Additionally, our filters and equipment have been engineered to maximize filter life and reduce operating costs.

Superior safety and risk reduction: Safety features like our Delta3 spark arrester and the Supprex-200 fire suppression system reduce the risk of fires in your ductwork and filtration equipment to protect your plant and your employees.

Easy maintenance: Longer lasting filters are just the start. Our equipment is built to reduce the maintenance burden on your staff. With eTell intelligent controls, you can move beyond preventative maintenance to truly predictive maintenance.

Flexible configuration: Choose from our space-saving Spire fume collector or our innovative, modular Grid ducted system. Whichever one you choose, your system will be easy to set up and easy to reconfigure as your needs change.

Systems Engineering & Design

Not sure what you need? Don’t worry. We can help.

We’re more than suppliers. We are engineering professionals who understand the manufacturing environment, process systems, and health and safety issues. We have more than 25 years of experience designing and installing air filtration and ventilation systems for a wide variety of industrial applications, including automotive part manufacturing. We’ll work with you to find the right configuration for your facility.

One Supplier—Single-Source Responsibility

RoboVent takes on total project responsibility for the systems we deliver. Through a dedicated project team, we manage every step of a design-build project from concept through commissioning. Our value as a supplier-partner is best demonstrated through the successful delivery of hundreds of systems, many with demanding, fast-track schedules.

Quality construction and innovative technology are, of course, essential to what we do. But at RoboVent, we believe that personalized service is just as important as the product. It’s what sets us apart. We are your total-solution air filtration company.
Spire: Powerful filtration with the smallest footprint in the industry.

If you’re using robotic welding cells, Spire may be the right system for you. We designed Spire especially for the most common types of welding applications in the automotive industry. Spire is a flexible, cost-effective alternative to centralized ducted systems.

Each Spire unit provides filtration for an individual welding cell. It’s a powerful system that can keep up with the heavy demands of robotic welding in a high-production factory. Spire features:

- **Small footprint**: Our floor-saving design takes up about the same amount of space as a wire barrel.

- **Built-in spark arrestance**: Our proprietary Delta3 spark arrestance system comes standard with every unit for superior fire safety.

- **Very low maintenance**: Everything is easily accessible for fast filter changes and maintenance—no special tools required. And our proprietary eTell system makes maintenance headache-free.

- **Flexible**: Since the Spire units have a very small footprint, it’s easy to find space for them. And whenever you need to change your floor configuration, Spire is easy to move right along with your welding cell.

Spire Configuration

Here is a sample plant layout with 11 welding cells - each with it’s own Spire fume collector ducted to the Streamline Hood that is above each cell.
Delta3™ SparkOut

Our proprietary Delta3 spark arrestance system comes standard with every Spire air filtration unit for superior fire safety. Delta3 uses centrifugal force to eliminate sparks at the source. See page 17 for details.

eTell™ Intelligent Controls

Each Spire unit comes standard with eTell, a revolutionary control system that learns your systems and routines, makes automatic adjustments to save energy and extend filter life, and alerts you when maintenance is needed. See page 14 for details.

eDrive™ Automatic VFD (option)

The eDrive constantly monitors airflow and automatically adjusts the motor RPM to compensate for filter loading. Energy peaks and valleys are evened out and energy usage is cut by 20% to 30%, while filter life is extended by as much as 30%. See page 16 for details.

SafeSensor™ Particulate Monitoring

SafeSensor is the Spire’s advanced particulate-monitoring device that can detect leaks past the filters. If one should occur, SafeSensor will shut the equipment down and trigger an alarm. See page 17 for details.

Supprex200™ Fire Suppression System (option)

This is a dual-stage system activated by smoke or heat. If smoke is detected, a fire damper closes, stopping all airflow and oxygen supply. If heat is detected, FM-200 gas is instantly deployed. See page 17 for details.

Internal Hopper

Dust is collected in easy-access dual internal hoppers. Just connect a standard shop vac to the 2”clean-out ports to remove the particulate from the internal hoppers. You could also connect these ports to a vacuum system for continuous removal of the dust.

Streamline Hood

The RoboVent Streamline Hood is a simple, streamlined solution for hooding welding applications. Our modular design makes installation and modification quick and easy. A transparent polycarbonate top lets light in from above so no additional operator lighting is needed. And everything is built with RoboVent quality for exceptional durability.
Primary Grid Duct System
The Grid system is designed using the same principles as a compressed air loop system for optimal efficiency. QuickClamp ductwork snaps together for fast and easy setup and endless configuration options—similar to your kids’ favorite snap-together toy bricks.

Grid Configuration: A modular, flexible and future-proof solution.
When you want the efficiency and energy savings of a centralized ducted system, but with flexibility to move components if needed, consider RoboVent’s Grid Configuration.

Grid gives you the flexibility of mobile source capture systems with the efficiency of a centralized ducted system. It’s a whole-facility solution consisting of modular, standardized ductwork and components that can be easily reconfigured as your needs change. The Grid system is:

- **Energy efficient:** The ducted grid system only needs 70% of the airflow used by individual units, delivering significant energy savings over time.
- **Modular:** We use standardized, modular components to make installation of your custom system fast and easy.
- **Low-maintenance:** Our Smart Gate™ Auto Cleaning system directs airflow to clear debris from the system automatically, reducing manual cleaning requirements.
- **Flexible:** Move components around, expand or reduce capacity, and adjust your system to your new requirements. Modular components and QuickClamp ductwork make it easy to change your configuration as your needs change.

Standardized One-Size RoboVent Grid Collector
RoboVent produces the most powerful, effective and energy efficient dust collectors on the market. The Grid system uses standardized collectors for maximum flexibility.
Grid Fusion Connectors
Modular Grid Fusion Connectors are the same size as the primary Grid ductwork section, so you can place RoboVent Fusion air filtration units anywhere on the Grid.

Grid System
- Energy Efficient
- Modular
- Low Maintenance
- Flexible

DeltaGate
The DeltaGate is a proprietary connector for welding stations to connect to the RoboVent Grid system. We combine our proprietary Delta3 spark arrestance technology with a system of automatic gates to control airflow in and out of each cell. Airflow can be increased or decreased in specific areas as needed, and directed to clear debris out of the system. DeltaGate can be integrated into the cell prior to set up and delivery, so it’s ready to go as soon as the cell is assembled on site.

Grid Process Connectors
Grid Process Connectors can be placed anywhere on the primary grid duct system for maximum flexibility. These Process Connectors are used to connect the stations in your process to the primary grid ductwork that is connected to the dust collectors.
Grid is Built for Energy Savings

With the Grid System, efficiency and energy savings are built right in.

Many facilities simply exhaust dirty air outside, which drives heating bills sky-high during winter months. With the RoboVent Grid system, air is returned to the plant after being cleaned in our highly efficient filtration units. This eliminates a significant loss of energy for manufacturing facilities.

In addition, Grid comes with automated controls that reduce energy consumption automatically. Arc-on time for most robotic welding stations is between 45% and 75%. For manual stations, arc-on time may only be between 20% and 40%. So why pay for the power to run your dust collection system 100% of the time?

With RoboVent’s automated controls, your system is on when you need it, and off when you don’t—delivering significant energy savings.

The DeltaGate system is tied to welding activity. The gates open when the welding arc is on and automatically close a few seconds after the arc turns off. When the gates close, pressure on the system increases and airflow is automatically increased in other areas to compensate.

The proprietary eDrive Automated VFD (see page 16) comes standard with the Grid System. It works with the DeltaGates to control airflow and adjust the motor speed up or down based on system requirements. That means your system draws power only when it is needed—typically we see an average of a 30% reduction in overall airflow and horsepower required.

Results

KWHs per Day without DeltaGate and eDrive: 984.3 KWHs
KWHs per Day with DeltaGate and eDrive: 698.0 KWHs
KWHs Saved per 8 Hour Shift: 286.3 KWHs

KWHs Saved per 8 hour Shift on (1) Fusion Collector using DeltaGate and eDrive 29% SAVINGS

RoboVent Grid Running with 70% of the stations welding:

The RoboVent Grid simulation illustrated on the left shows 5 of 17 stations with their DeltaGates closed. The system includes 6 RoboVent Grid collectors. Using the data on RoboVent savings seen in the graph, and assuming an average arc-on time of 71%, the total savings per 8-hour shift would be 1,718.8 KWHs!

“Looking back, I’d say the ability to clean and recirculate the air and save on utility costs was the biggest, and somewhat unexpected, benefit to the new air filtration system.”

— B.F., Welding Project Engineer, Lear Corp.
A Flexible, Modular System

The Grid System uses the same size ductwork components and collectors throughout, working together on the same ductwork system. This allows you to easily configure and reconfigure for your unique needs.

Initial Plant Layout

This image shows a plant with an initial layout and floor plan design with multiple stations and collectors. This scenario depicts what your plant layout might look like in normal working and production conditions. As production needs fluctuate and facility-specific manufacturing processes change, the system can be easily altered to accommodate needs.

Production Changes

As your needs change, the system could change right along with you. For example, consider a scenario where you add six new welding stations, as seen here. In order to accommodate the additional welding fume output, you simply add three additional collectors to your configuration.

Station Reconfiguration

Now, imagine you have moved two robotic welding stations to the other side of the plant. With the Grid system, the collectors can be easily moved to wherever they are needed. The system will automatically self-balance to optimize the new configuration.
An Option for Everyone

We have decades of experience in designing and delivering air quality systems for the automotive industry. We know that no two clients are the same, and we are committed to finding the right solution to meet your needs for today… and tomorrow.

When we first began working with automotive clients in the 1990s, most of our work involved traditional ducted systems that we customized for each facility. These systems still work well for many of our clients. However, over the years we have developed new options to meet the needs we saw in the field. We’ve turned client feedback and our own observations into innovations like the stacked FloorSaver System, configurable Grid System, and space-saving Spire.

“This project from inception, design, integration and completion went effortlessly despite uncooperative winter weather… We chose your system for a number of reasons: quality, value, non-proprietary system design, efficiency of operation, and, bottom line, it gets the job done when others did not.”

— D.H., Facilities Engineer, Gestamp Alabama, Inc.

FloorSaver Configuration: A stacked solution for maximum floor space.

Maximize your floor space! The RoboVent FloorSaver System stacks the collector right on top of the weld cell hood. With built-in spark arrestance and powerful filtration, FloorSaver provides dedicated air filtration for each weld cell. The innovative stacked configuration frees up 20%-40% more floor space for other equipment.
Traditional Ducted Configuration: Optimal performance for today

Our traditional ducted solutions are engineered to meet your exact needs today. While less flexible than our grid system, a traditional configuration maximizes performance with ductwork sized for optimal airflow for your specific applications. Choose from a wide range of options, ranging from full-plant systems with large indoor or outdoor collectors or smaller units ducted to a specific cell or group of cells.

Configuration Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Grid</th>
<th>Traditional Ducted</th>
<th>FloorSaver</th>
<th>Spire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modular/Expand</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★★★★★</td>
<td>★★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Cost</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
<td>★★★★★</td>
<td>★★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
<td>★★★★★</td>
<td>★★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Cleaning</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
<td>★★★★★</td>
<td>★★★★★</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Helpful Hint

Our team will help you decide which configuration is best for your needs.
**eTell™ Intelligent Controls**

*Forget about your air filtration equipment.*

With patent-pending eTell™ Intelligent Controls from RoboVent, your dust collectors will tell you what they need and when they need it. It’s not about preventative maintenance—it’s about predictive maintenance.

eTell eliminates costly and time-consuming maintenance routines and targets your efforts where they are truly needed. Just install the cloud-based software once, and let it tell you what needs to be done each month, or in real time. It will even tell you how to perform maintenance activities with easy-to-follow video instructions delivered right when you need them.

eTell is the only control system that is:

- **Predictive**: eTell can predict exactly how much life is left in your filters and when maintenance tasks should be performed based on your system use patterns.
- **Cloud-based**: Our cloud-based application gives you anywhere, anytime visibility for all of your equipment from multiple facilities on a single application.
- **Smart**: eTell learns your systems and processes and makes real-time adjustments to save energy and extend filter life.

**The eTell Advantage**

- Eliminate standard preventative maintenance routines and schedules.
- Cut maintenance costs by focusing only on what is actually needed.
- Access step-by-step video instructions so your team can perform maintenance activities without prior training.
- Track performance, energy use and maintenance needs for all of your dust collectors on your smart phone or tablet.
- Save money with smart software that learns your processes and adjusts energy use and self-cleaning cycles to reduce operational costs.

**Manage Multiple Collectors**

Now you can view and manage dust collectors across all of your facilities in one easy application. With eTell, you can assign collectors to zones, manage groups of collectors, and streamline all of your maintenance activities.

**Predictive Analytics**

eTell uses advanced machine learning to analyze your systems and processes and make smart predictions on how future activities will impact filter life and maintenance needs. It uses this information to make simple, automatic adjustments that save energy and reduce costs. Easy-to-understand reports allow you to monitor energy use, filter life and other key metrics for each machine in your network.

**Reminders and Emergency Alerts**

Get alerts and reminders right on your smartphone, tablet or computer. eTell will alert you if your dust collector needs immediate attention and send timely maintenance reminders. You can set your communication preferences so you can be reminded as often (or as seldom) as you like.
Factory Support 24/7
Our staff will be alerted if a problem is not addressed immediately, so we can help you stay on top of any issues that should arise. From fixing issues yourself to having one of our trained technicians service your equipment on site, RoboVent Factory Support is here for you!

Maintenance Scheduling
Plant managers can easily monitor system performance and plan maintenance schedules based on each collector’s needs. eTell lets you track updates, alerts and maintenance tasks for every collector in one place and generate a Task List for the entire facility organized by tech level.

Collector Dashboard
Service technicians can pull up the eTell dashboard to get a full list of maintenance recommendations specific to each collector. The dashboard tells you exactly what needs to be done, when it should be completed, and approximately how long each task should take. It even provides links to helpful video tutorials right at the point of use.

Video Tutorials and Help
The application comes pre-loaded with all of the helpful supportive materials and general video tutorials you’ll ever need for your system, allowing you to self-diagnose and address any item.

Preferences
Customize your reports and alerts settings for your preferred frequency and level of detail. You can get detailed reports for in-depth performance analysis or just “set it and forget it” and let your dust collectors call you only when they need you. eTell lets you adjust system preferences for your workflow and management style.

Helpful Hint
Use the eTell Task List to plan and streamline your maintenance activities across your entire facility.

RoboVent eTell will be available on Android and iOS devices through the Google Play and Apple App Stores in late 2015. It will also be the standard control package on RoboVent equipment beginning in 2016.
**eDrive™ Automatic VFD**

With the RoboVent eDrive, your collector’s airflow is monitored and the motor’s RPM is automatically adjusted to compensate for filter loading. As you can see in the graph below, a collector running without eDrive uses more energy in the beginning of the filter’s life cycle than a collector with eDrive does.

Benefits of the RoboVent eDrive include:

- Less stress on filter media, which leads to longer filter life
- Decrease in energy usage by 20% to 40%
- Improved equipment performance
- Decreased filter costs
- Decreased maintenance costs

Using the RoboVent eDrive with your dust collector will compress and straighten energy peaks and valleys, cutting energy usage by approximately 40% and increasing filter life by as much as 30%.

**The RoboVent eDrive Saves You Money by Decreasing Energy Use and Extending Filter Life**

In the example below, this 10 HP unit would be using 7,457 KWs per hour of operation. This example shows that you would save 41% over the 18 month period. For filters in this example you have increased the filter life by 4 months, or 29% filter life savings.

---

**Power Savings with eDrive**

![Graph showing power savings with and without eDrive](image)

**Filter Life Savings with eDrive**

![Graph showing filter life savings with and without eDrive](image)

---

**Results**

- **Total KWHs without eDrive:** 44,742 KWHs
- **Total KWHs with eDrive:** 26,396 KWHs
- **Total KWHs Saved:** 18,346 KWHs

---

**Helpful Hint**

ROI on the eDrive varies from 8 to 14 months depending on energy costs.

---

**eQ Air Quality Monitoring**

The RoboVent Air Quality Monitoring System is an innovative system that monitors the current air quality in your facility and automatically turns your RoboVent systems on or off. On when you need it, off when you don’t — the Air Quality Monitoring System allows you to save money on your electrical costs by operating your RoboVent systems only when they are needed.
Fire Prevention System

Is Your Welding Operation A Fire Hazard?

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, fires and explosions account for about 3% of workplace fatalities. Because sparks, flames and combustible dust are an inherent part of the metalworking process, companies must have a plan in place to prevent and mitigate the effects of fire and explosions. RoboVent focuses on stopping fires before they start with its advanced SparkOut Technology.

SparkOut™ Technology

The key to fire prevention is to stop sparks before they enter the duct collector. RoboVent’s unique SparkOut technology uses an array of baffles or centrifugal force to kill sparks. The baffle system causes sparks to ricochet off the numerous noncombustible materials until they are extinguished. The patent-pending, SparkOut Delta3 System uses high centrifugal forces to kill the sparks by forcing them against noncombustible materials in a circular motion until they are extinguished. Delta3 or traditional SparkOut systems can be mounted on the dust collector or in line with the ductwork.

Available as an in-line or collector-mounted option, the RoboVent Delta3 provides spark arrestance with very little maintenance required.

Helpful Hint

Under extensive lab testing, the Delta3 proved to be more effective than leading competitors at preventing sparks from entering the filter cabinet. Visit www.robovent.com/delta3comparison for a video demonstration.

Protect Against Fires with the RoboVent SparkOut™ System

STEP 1: SparkOut™ — The SparkOut System quickly extinguishes sparks created through the welding process. The exclusive engineered design of the SparkOut System represents many years of extensive field testing and performance under heavy manufacturing conditions.

STEP 2: SafeSensor™ — The SafeSensor A particulate-monitoring device detects leaks past your filters, either smoke or dust. If a leak occurs, the system shuts the equipment down and sets off an alarm B.

STEP 3: Supprex-200 Damper™ — The Supprex-200 Damper System C closes when smoke is detected, stopping the oxygen from feeding the fire. If a fire is present, it typically is contained to one filter and the Supprex-200 Fire Suppression gas does not disperse.

STEP 4: Supprex-200 Fire Suppression™ — If and when heat is detected, Supprex-200 Fire Suppression gas is released at the location of the fire. Using Robovent’s Supprex-200 Fire Suppression gas D, there is little or minimal cleanup after a fire, just replace the burned filter and continue operating!

A SafeSensor Monitor
B SafeSensor Horn Alarm & Strobe Light
C Supprex-200 Damper
D Supprex-200 Fire Suppression
RoboVent Endurex™
Premium Cartridge Filters

Whether you have an ultra-fine dust, metal cutting fumes or an aggressive abrasive particulate, RoboVent has you covered.

RoboVent’s premium Endurex filter cartridges have been engineered to provide you the very best filtration protection for your plant and employees. Durable and proven, our filter media has been designed for outstanding performance in filtering fumes, smoke, dust, oil haze and other particulates/pollutants created during virtually any manufacturing process.

It’s No Longer About Media Quantity. It’s About Media Optimization.

Endurex RMO is truly the future in efficient filtration. By widening the pleat spacing in our proprietary filter media and ensuring that the pleats remain apart, we maximize the surface area of media available to dust and fume particles while maintaining the highest level of filtration efficiency. The result is a reduction in static pressure and a superior release of particulate. In short: longer filter life, using less media.

Results
Filter Life of Standard Filter: 3200 Hours
Filter Life of Endurex RMO Filter: 5000 Hours
Filter Life Extended: 1800 Hours

Extended Filter Life with Endurex RMO Filters

Endurex™ RMO: The Next Generation of Filters
Re-engineered to maximize efficiency while reducing static pressure, patent-pending Endurex Reinforced Media Optimization (RMO) brings filter technology into the 21st Century.

RMO support keeps the filter pleats at optimum spacing, allowing for maximum loading on the media, and more effective pulse cleaning.

RMO Support ribs (shown in blue above) are continuous for the full length of the pleats ensuring no pleat collapse. RMO structures ensure media surface area is maximized, and the entire filter is used to its full potential.

In traditional filter design, the pleats are often pinched closed. The clean area seen on the inside of these pleats indicates that the dirty air never reached this media, resulting in less effective loading and ineffective pulse cleaning — and as a result, short filter life.
ClientCare

At RoboVent, we are committed to helping you maintain a clean, comfortable and safe environment for your workers. We appreciate the trust you have placed in us by purchasing RoboVent products. We back our equipment with the best service offerings in the industry to help you maintain your air quality standards and balance your budget, year after year.

ClientCare™ services from RoboVent will maximize the life of your equipment, protect the health and safety of your employees and significantly reduce maintenance and repair costs over time.

We offer three great options, for every need and budget:

CompleteCare™ Maintenance Program
With the CompleteCare™ Maintenance Program, you can leave everything to us. Depending on your equipment needs and usage, our technicians will come in monthly, bi-monthly or quarterly to change filters, conduct routine maintenance and troubleshoot emerging issues. CompleteCare is a comprehensive maintenance package designed to give you peace of mind, extend the life of your equipment and reduce the maintenance burden on your staff.

Helpful Hint
Sign up for the RoboVent CompleteCare program, and get a full lifetime warranty on your RoboVent equipment for as long as the program is in place!

Equipment Certification Program
Our Equipment Certification Program, offered on a quarterly, bi-annual or annual basis, will help you extend the life of your equipment and protect the safety of your workers with regular inspections by certified RoboVent technicians. We’ll identify any emerging issues and make proactive maintenance or repair recommendations to prevent unexpected downtime and ensure that your equipment is running at top efficiency.

ClientCare Service Quality Check Program
If you would rather conduct your preventative maintenance in-house, our ClientCare Service Quality Check Program will insure that your maintenance team is performing world-class PM Service that meets all RoboVent standards. Our technicians can come in monthly, quarterly or bi-annually to review service records and make recommendations for your maintenance staff. We’ll make sure that your maintenance staff is conducting the right services on the right schedule to maintain your equipment in top condition and help them troubleshoot any emerging issues they have identified.

Three Levels of Service
Choose the level of service that’s right for you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CompleteCare™ Maintenance Program</th>
<th>Equipment Certification Program</th>
<th>ClientCare Service Quality Check Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service/Inspection Report</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Recommendations</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-Point System Check</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Review Meeting</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Warranty</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Filters</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform Preventative Maintenance</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review of Service Records</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troubleshooting</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoboVent Takes Full Responsibility</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>